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Compliance Programs in SEE: Overview 

 

In all selected SEE jurisdictions, competition laws have been enacted fairly 

recently through the European Union accession process. Introduction of 

competition laws has incentivised both the newly established national competition 

authorities and the business community to increase focus on compliance with 

antitrust rules. In the business community, antitrust compliance programs have 

become an essential tool for introducing local staff to the newly established rules 

and strengthening local capacity to help identify risks associated with infringement 

of antitrust laws. 

While in the selected jurisdictions there are scarce rules on antitrust compliance 

programs or guidelines on their essential elements, in practice, such programs are 

developing rapidly. Usually, programs are provided in the form of training to 

company employees. These trainings, in most cases, include explanations on the 

notion of restrictive agreements and abuses of dominance, real examples of hard 

core infringements, particularly the resale price maintenance clauses. Overview of 

the practice of national competition authorities is an essential element which 

showcases that infringement brings real and significant financial risks (e.g. 

approx. 3.5 million EUR fine imposed by the Serbian Competition Authority to a 

leading regional ice-cream producer). 

National competition authorities in the selected jurisdictions are vested with the 

authority to conduct dawn raids. But, in fact not all of these authorities have the 

technical capabilities to exercise this function. In jurisdictions where dawn raids 

are conducted129, compliance programs increasingly include explanations of 

procedures, roles, rights and obligations during a raid. Mock dawn raids are 

sometimes an additional element of dawn raid trainings. These mock raids are 

usually organized by companies in-house with support of an external antitrust 

 

 

 

 

 

 
128 Attorney at Oslaw. 
129 Serbia is an example of a jurisdiction in which the first dawn raid was performed only last year 
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advisor. These trainings are used as exercises to train and test the staff on how 

to behave in case a real-life dawn raid occurs. 

Benefits of a Compliance Program 
 

There are important benefits in implementing an antitrust compliance program in 

the selected jurisdictions. These jurisdictions have low awareness of antitrust 

regulation and adequate training significantly decreases potential occurrence of 

non-compliant behaviour and fines. This is particularly relevant as infringement 

could often occur as a result of the lack of understanding of antitrust rules. 

Additionally, competition laws in all of the selected jurisdictions prescribe rules on 

leniency. Leniency rules in these jurisdictions are modelled after European Union 

regulations and, in case of a successful leniency application, an undertaking could 

avoid a fine (or a fine could be reduced). Namely, the leniency applicant who has 

first provided information/evidence on the existence of a restrictive agreement, 

on the basis of which the National Competition Authority renders a decision 

establishing infringement, will avoid a fine. This applies in cases where the 

applicant is not the initiator of the restrictive agreement and the authority does 

not have sufficient evidence at the time the application was made. Each 

subsequent applicant may be awarded a reduction in fines if that applicant 

provides relevant evidence/information. Therefore, implementation of an antitrust 

compliance program could benefit an undertaking by alerting it to potential 

antitrust issues in a timely manner and in turn benefitting from filing a leniency 

application. 

Compliance Program Design 
 

As noted above, there are only a few rules on antitrust compliance programs, and 

no rules to regulate the ways in which programs should be implemented. Thus, 

the structure of a program depends on the needs of a particular company, e.g., 

the company setting, structure, organisation, sector etc. Multinational companies 

which have existing compliance programs typically opt to simply have these 

programs reviewed and localised as needed by local experts. 

In practice, compliance programs are typically provided as separate trainings for 

management and targeted groups of employees, usually employees working in 

sales and marketing departments. Special trainings are sometimes provided to 

local legal officers as TOTs (training of trainers). Practice has shown that most 

antitrust compliance  programs are  structured  as group  trainings.   Sometimes 
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programs also include mock dawn raids and/or special trainings focused on dawn 

raids to ensure that all employees are familiar with the procedures/roles in case 

of an unannounced inspection. Some companies decide to conduct investigations 

of electronic correspondence to identify existing risks and to raise awareness, and 

sometimes to even showcase to employees real examples of non-compliant 

behaviour. 

In terms of frequency, in the absence of guidance or rules, companies generally 

opt to provide group trainings annually/biannually. Some provide initial group 

trainings and follow up with individual training for each new employee or groups 

of new employees. 

In the selected jurisdictions, NGOs, bar, trade and other associations as well as 

chambers of commerce have provided some form of antitrust trainings 

(workshops, training conferences etc.). These trainings were mostly performed as 

part of projects financed by the European Union or other international 

organisations in order to raise awareness of antitrust laws. However, based on the 

publically available information, the attendance/certification provided at such 

training has not been specifically relevant in any proceedings undertaken by the 

relevant national competition authorities. No specific mechanism for verification 

and certification of antitrust compliance programs is in place for the selected 

jurisdictions at this time. 

Legal Provisions for Compliance Programs 
 

Generally, in the selected SEE jurisdictions there are very few rules on antitrust 

compliance programs. The Serbian Commission for Protection of Competition 

("SRB Commission") has published on its website “Guidelines on Fighting Bid 

Rigging in Public Procurement”130 ("Guidelines on Bid Rigging"), recommending 

that company employees working in public procurement (primarily with the 

procuring entity, but this could apply to bidders as well) are trained to recognize 

non-compliant behaviour in public procurement, including bid rigging issues. 

The SRB Commission has recommended that, among other measures, the 

following elements should be included in such compliance programs: regular 

training on how to detect bid rigging and cartels; review of past tenders; periodic 

 

 

 

 

 

 
130 Serbian Commission for Protection of Competition, Guidelines for Fighting Bid Rigging in Public Procurement, 

Uputstvo za otkrivanje nameštenih ponuda u postupcima javnih nabavki, published June 2011 and based on 
the OECD Guidelines for Fighting Bid Rigging in Public Procurement, available at 
http://www.kzk.gov.rs/kzk/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/Uputstvo-za-otkrivanje-namestenih-ponuda-u- 
postupku-javnih-nabavki.pdf 

http://www.kzk.gov.rs/kzk/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/Uputstvo-za-otkrivanje-namestenih-ponuda-u-
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review of the history of tenders; adopting a policy to review selected tenders 

periodically; identifying a person to whom complaints must be submitted (and 

providing their contact details); making use of mechanisms, such as a 

whistleblower system, to collect information on bid rigging; providing information 

on the existing leniency policy; and establishing internal procedures that 

encourage or require reporting suspicious statements or behaviour, etc. The 

Guidelines on Bid Rigging published by the SRB Commission are based on the 

OECD “Guidelines for Fighting Bid Rigging in public procurement”131. 

The Macedonian Commission for Protection of Competition ("MAC Commission") 

has published similar guidelines132 based on the OECD recommendations, but 

these guidelines include less detail on training and compliance programs. 

Further, the SRB Commission has published “Guidelines on Application of Antitrust 

Rules on Trade Associations”133 in which the SRB Commission, in a general 

manner, advises trade associations to organize antitrust compliance programs in 

order to lower the risks of infringement and fines for both the association and the 

association members. 

Compliance Programs as Mitigating Factors 
 

In the selected jurisdictions, rules and procedures relating to fines do not include 

any provisions referring to antitrust compliance programs or any provisions 

indicating that implementation of antitrust compliance programs could lead to 

reduction of a fine. Further, based on publically available information, the national 

competition authorities do not seem to have developed a decisional practice, which 

could provide insight into the authorities' position on the existence of an antitrust 

compliance program as a defence /argument in favour of a fine reduction. Such 

argument is yet to be tested and a practice developed. 

However, it is important to note that in order to set the amount of a fine (increase 

or decrease), national competition authorities in most of the selected jurisdictions 

must establish intent to commit a breach of antitrust rules. This is specifically 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

131 OECD Guidelines for Fighting Bid Rigging in Public Procurement, Helping Governments to Obtain Best Value 
for Money available at http://www.oecd.org/competition/cartels/42851044.pdf 

132 Macedonian Commission for Protection of Competition, Guidelines for Fighting Bid Rigging in Public 
Procurement, December 2014, Водич за откривање незаконски договарања во постапките за доделување 
на договори за јавни набавки 

133 Instructions on Application of Antitrust Rules on Trade Associations, published on 28 April 2011, based on 
OECD Potential Pro-Competitive and Anti-Competitive Aspects of Trade/Business Associations, available at 
http://www.kzk.gov.rs/kzk/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/Uputstvo-B1.pdf 

http://www.oecd.org/competition/cartels/42851044.pdf
http://www.kzk.gov.rs/kzk/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/Uputstvo-B1.pdf
http://www.kzk.gov.rs/kzk/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/Uputstvo-B1.pdf
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referred to in the Bosnia and Hercegovina Competition Act134, and the Serbian 

Competition Act135. Negligent breach of antitrust laws calls for a lower fine in 

accordance with the Kosovo Competition Act136, as well as in accordance with the 

Macedonian Guidelines on Calculation of the Fine137 and the Serbian Guidelines on 

Calculation of the Fine138. It is yet to be seen whether implementation of effective 

and comprehensive compliance programs could be used as an argument to show 

lack of intent (i.e. arguing that the existence and implementation of an antitrust 

compliance program shows that the business' corporate policy was not to breach 

competition laws). 

Further, KCA Article 59.4.4 of the Macedonian Competition Act139and Serbian 

Guidelines on Calculation of the Fine provide that a fine could be lowered in case 

of cooperation with the authority. An undertaking in breach of antitrust laws could 

attempt to argue that implementation of an effective antitrust compliance program 

shows willingness of the undertaking to cooperate and comply with antitrust rules 

and thereby should be granted a lower fine. 

Finally, in terms of remedies, based on publically available information, it seems 

that none of the national competition authorities has ever required an undertaking 

to implement an antitrust compliance program as a remedy to a breach of antitrust 

laws. However, laws of the selected SEE jurisdictions do not prescribe or preclude 

such possibility, so examples of this may occur in the future. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
134  Official Gazette BIH no. 48/05, 76/07, 80/09) Article 52 
135 Official Gazette Republic of Serbia no. 51/09, 95/13 Article 57 
136  Law No.03/L –229; Law No. 04/L-226 ("KCA") Article 59.4.2 
137 Mac Commission, Macedonian Guidelines on Calculation of the Fine, December 2010, Насоки за начинот на 

одмерувањето на глобата изречена согласно законот за заштита на конкуренцијата, available at 
http://www.kzk.gov.mk/images/Vestiimages/913/ПРЕЗЕМИ.pdf 

138 SRB Commission, Serbian Guidelines on Application of the Regulation on Criteria for Determining the Amount 
of the Measure for Protection of Competition and Procedural Fines, Manner and Deadlines for Determining 
These Measures, May 2011, Смернице за примену Уредбе о критеријумима за одређивање висине износа 
који се плаћа на основу мере заштите конкуренције и процесног пенала, начину и роковима њиховог 
плаћања и условима за одређивање тих мера, available at http://www.kzk.org.rs/kzk/wp- 
content/uploads/2011/08/NOVE-SMERNICE-MAJ-2011.pdf 

139 Official Gazette of Macedonia no. бр.145/10, 136/11, 41/14 и 53/16 Article 64 

http://www.kzk.gov.mk/images/Vestiimages/913/%D0%9F%D0%A0%D0%95%D0%97%D0%95%D0%9C%D0%98.pdf
http://www.kzk.org.rs/kzk/wp-

